We know *what* gentrification is. We know it is a happening in poor urban areas around the world. We don’t know how to stop it—yet. What are your ideas, designs, visuals, videos, papers, performances etc. on when is (k)NOT gentrification? Please complete this form and participate in the G(K) JUNE 2013 Extravaganza about how to prevent gentrification from happening during the revitalization of urban areas such as Station North, in Baltimore, Maryland USA.

Title: ____________________________________________________________

Name(s), email(s): ________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Presentation: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Length of time: ___________________________________________________

Type and size of space ______________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Accessories ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Description  (3 sentences or less)
____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Return completed for to: knotgentrification@gmx.us.